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AMA unveils XE Data Locker API: Enhancing 
Data Accessibility and  

AI-driven Analysis 
 

AMA CORPORATION PLC (« AMA ») (ISIN GB00BNKGC5 – mnemo ALAMA), publisher and integrator 
of secure productivity applications designed for connected mobile workers, is excited to announce 
the launch of its XE Data Locker API. This state-of-the-art technology offers the capability to securely 
store all data generated during an XE aR or XE aR+ session in a dedicated folder for a predefined 
period, with the provision that the data can be retrieved by authorized parties. 

This API is designed to cater to the evolving needs of businesses in data management and 
utilization. During any XpertEye (XE) session, participants generate a wealth of information, including 
video, sound, pictures, annotations, and chat messages. The XE Data Locker API ensures that this 
data is not only securely saved but is also readily accessible to authorized parties, including Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) tools.  

Key features of the XE Data Locker API include: 
• Secure data storage: All data generated during an XE session is stored in a unique, secure 

folder.  
• Authorized retrieval: Data in the folder can be retrieved by authorized parties only, ensuring 

secure and controlled access. 
• Interoperability: The API is designed to be fully interoperable with customers' existing 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Information Systems (IS), or any AI-powered solution.  
• Tag-based organization: Data can be tagged for ease of identification and retrieval, 

streamlining the process of locating specific information. 

The introduction of the XE Data Locker API is a response to the growing demand for extensive data 
integration into customers IS. With this feature, XE empowers its customers to exploit the data 
generated during each session fully, whether for analytical purposes, decision-making, or enhancing 
AI-driven processes. 

"We are thrilled to launch the XE Data Locker API, a tool that ensures data security and enhances 
data usability," said Guillaume Campion, VP of Product & Partnerships at AMA. "This launch marks 
a significant milestone in our commitment to providing advanced, user-centric solutions that meet 
the dynamic needs of businesses today." 

The XE Data Locker API is now available to all XE users as well as to any AI engine, promising a more 
integrated, efficient, and secure usage of relevant data. 

For more information, please contact: contact@amaxperteye.com 
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